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Five Things Individuals Hate About Debt Collector
Harassment
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The first consultation is often free, but be sure to ask.
Once you send the “cease communication” letter to the
first debt collector, your debt will probably be sold to
another debt collector who will start contacting you.
The creditor hires the collection agency to collect for
them in exchange for a cut of the debt. Can collection
agency sue you for old that? “Every piece of data you
can imagine, even your phone records, watch out -- we
got it,” says Alexis Moore, a debt collection investigator
and industry consultant. When a borrower becomes
delinquent on a debt, the creditor writes it off,

declaring such debt as a loss for the company. If you
have missed one or more payments on a debt or bill, a
creditor will probably call or write asking for the money
you owe. Also, legitimate debt collectors are required
to follow up their initial phone call with a written notice
of the debt within five days. Many consumers are also
unaware that such violation of the law can attract fines
as well. Because of this, you can have confidence that a
HUD-approved housing counselor is well equipped to
help you understand and evaluate your options.
And they're using it as well as other social media
outlets for some old-fashioned harassin'. If you are
experiencing debt collection harassment, you may be
eligible to file for protection. We understand that your
clients are your livelihood. If any of the above, is done
during Stevens Business Services debt collection, then
they are violating the FDCPA. It’s not uncommon for
debt collectors to approach you with attempts to
negotiate some kind of instalment plan that may help
them to recover their debts, and help you repay the
money owed for services, loans or related articles. For
purposes of this consumer protection statute, “debt
collector” means a business that regularly collects or
attempts to collect debts owed to someone else. But,
“debt collector harassment” has a specific legal
meaning. If you inform a collector that you have an
attorney, the collector must contact the attorney rather
than you. If a debt collector reveals your debt to a
family member or friend, or if they call your family and
friends repeatedly, you should contact a consumer
rights attorney immediately, as you may have a claim
under the FDCPA.
Stevens Business Services is not allowed to call a your
phones many times a day with the intent of annoying
you. Now your phone rings multiple times a day from
numbers you don’t recognize. You may be a victim of
SBS phone harassment. The company's actions would
be considered harassment. Together with several other
laws, these steps detail actions that include the
different ways debtors can be contacted by debt
collectors. When things get into the hands of collection
agencies, it may begin to get messy because most debt
collectors have little patience. And they mostly count

on you not knowing your rights so they can get away
with it. Just schedule a free consultation to learn more
about your rights and options. And, if you believe the
debt collector has crossed the line, schedule a
consultation with a local attorney who is experienced in
handling debt collector harassment cases.
Smith-Valentine notes that a credit report by itself is
not enough to prove that a debt is past the statute of
limitations because the information is not reliable.
Charge offs stay on your report for seven years. He and
his team of bankruptcy lawyers have spent over 30
years guiding people through financial challenges. In
California, the statute of limitations for most consumer
debt is four years. When a debt is charged-off, the
account is not considered written off and gone. Unless
your state law provides otherwise, the FDCPA only
requires debt collectors, not original creditors, to verify
debts in certain circumstances. Stevens Business
Services should not harass you over debts you do not
owe. Thus, before you hire a lawyer, it is a great idea
to enlist his or her counsel and services in writing a
demand letter for you (if, of course, the one you wrote
before didn't do the trick).
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APR for Late Payment will be 23.99% plus prime. APR
for Cash Advances will be 21.99% plus prime. Imagine
if consumers that used credit cards, stopped using
them and went back to using cash. Despite all of their
illegal debt collection tactics such as calling my
neighbors, leaving voice mail stating that they had
papers with the Bulloch County District Attorney’s
Office, calling me at work dozens of times, committing
perjury and fraud in court, even calling my company
provided cell phone, I managed to stick it back to them
all for violations of the Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act (FDCPA) and outright fraud. First, there is the
original creditor: the person or company who is owed

money. Falsely claiming the company would take steps
to prevent its employees from making unlawful calls to
third parties to find a debtor. If a debtor files a lawsuit
under the FDCPA and he or she wins, the debt collector
usually has to pay the debtor’s attorney fees and they
may also be ordered to pay the debtor damages.
However, each state has its own legislation about debt
collection practices that may cover them.
Practices Act otherwise known as the FDCPA. Do you
even look through PACER to see just how many FDCPA
lawsuits are being filed against abusive debt collectors?
Be aware that the above applies only to debt-collection
agencies; creditors who handle their own in-house
collections are not obligated to follow the requirements
of the FDCPA. In most instances, they are only
permitted to contact your friends or family members
one time, and may not continue to make harassing
phone calls. I for one stopped using credit cards several
years ago, so the news doesn’t affect me, my family or
my business. My wife and I weaned ourselves off of
credit cards about three years ago and haven’t had any
problems with making purchases (we just make wiser
choices now). Statute of limitation laws vary by the
state, but generally range from three to 10 years
according to "The Times." After that, the debt becomes
"time-barred," meaning the debt collector cannot
successfully sue. Even if you agree to pay off a debt,
buy a cashier’s check-do not write a personal check to
a collector.
Some collectors may be willing to accept less than the
amount you owe to settle the debt, either in one large
payment or a series of small ones. While this arbitrary
tactic may boost American Expresses profits for a short
while, what it will ultimately do is cause consumers to
use credit less, especially if other credit card issuers do
that same. However, it’s good to see that consumers
are finally winning some ground when it comes to
credit card companies. NOTE: Stipulated court orders
are for settlement purposes only and do not necessarily
constitute an admission by the defendants of a law
violation. They even filed civil action naming American
Express Centurion Bank as the plaintiff, when in fact
AMEX is a third party to the suit by law. Perhaps some

public transparency on exactly who the FTC is
investigating would help consumers to know that
something is in fact being done about abusive
collectors and the collection industry in general. The
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, which started
exploring ways to revamp debt-collection practices last
year, is aiming to issue new rules to reform the
industry in the next few months. Of course the lack of
arbitration will most likely result in new hidden fees
and other ways of boosting the banks profit margin.
I’ll have to say it’s good to see large banks and credit
card issuers beginning to see that forced arbitration is
not a very good idea (never was actually). Kind of
scary if you ask me that in states that allow wage
garnishments have ore bankruptcies, that should tell
congress and states Attorney General’s that something
must be done across the board. “States that allow debt
collectors to seize consumers' wages have sharply
higher bankruptcy rates than neighboring states that
prohibit or strictly limit the practice, an Associated
Press analysis has found. 9 p.m. And contrary to what
you may have heard, they are allowed to call you at
work-but only if your employer allows you to receive
such calls. Anyone making collection calls to debtors in
the Philippines must do so between the hours of 8 am
and 9 pm. If a student has eight loans out, for
example, they could receive up to 56 calls per week.
Bank of American (BOA) announced this week that it is
dropping mandatory consumer arbitration. I also think
that Bank of American and other credit card issues are
seeing the “writing on the wall” and are hoping to avoid
class-action lawsuits such as those currently being filed
against the National Arbitration Forum (NAF) and many
debt collection law firms.
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